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The branches of Resource Management Squadron include Supply, Transportation, Motor Pool,
Accounting and Finance, and Contracting; each important to the total success and effectiveness
achieved by the squadron.
The Supply Branch, consisting of many divergent but integrated sections, is responsible for the
storage, issue, requisition, and management of all supplies and equipment.
The function of the Transportation Branch is the movement of personnel and material coming

onto and leaving the base. Some of its responsibilities include packing material for shipment or
storage and scheduling all traffic activities for the Air National Guard and Over-the-Horizon
Backscatter personnel in the most cost effective manner possible.
The Motor Pool Branch supports all transportation and maintenance requirements for its 133
military vehicles located at the 101st Air Refueling Wing. It also provides all snow-plowing
equipment, fuel, and maintenance associated with the City of Bangor's snow removal activities
along the runways of Bangor International Airport.
The duties and responsibilities associated with the Accounting and Finance Branch are the
budgeting and reporting of the base allocated funds. The branch also submits an annual
financial plan for funding operations of both maintenance and military personnel activities of
the Maine Air National Guard and is responsible for all financial matters relating to the civilian
force under its guidance and control.
The remaining branch of Resource Management Squadron, Contracting, provides local
purchase support for the Maine Air National Guard, the USAF Fuels Testing Laboratory in
Searsport, and the 776th Radar Squadron stationed at Bangor. This support includes the
purchase of supplies, equipment, and a wide range of services, as well as minor construction,
repair, and alteration projects. All purchases must adhere to government regulations mandating
first consideration for small businesses while assuring maximum competition possible.
Resource Management Squadron was activated on 1 July 1979. Its members were formerly
assigned to the Base Supply Division of the Combat Support Squadron.
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